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MATTHEW
VELLA
U I/UX DE S IG N E R

SOMETHING ABOUT ME
A 27 yr old, who was born on a small island and is always curious and wanting to challenge myself. Past
experience taught me deep understanding in best web & mobile practices, prototyping and practical
knowledge in online casinos, software marketing and e-commorce frameworks. Thrilled in creating
stunning UI design, with a UX mindset, which is not about clicks, engagement and revenue, but solving a

dribbble.com/matvel
linkedin.com/in/matthewvella
behance.net/matthewvella

need to a non generic problem.

WORK EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

UI/UX DESIGNER

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

BONIAL.COM | Jan ‘14 - Present

MCAST - Fraunhofer Gesellschaft

Leading the web product design and working closely with the

Achieved a BA (HONS) in Graphic Design & interactive Media in

product and devs on unifying designs across Responsive Web

areas consisting, web design, graphic design, branding and

Design and Mobile native App designs

Interactive applications.

UI/GRAPHIC DESIGNER

DIPLOMA in Web & Computing

NETREFER | Oct ‘12 - Jan ’14

MCAST

Working with the biggest online casinos and creating microsites,

Before moving into design I accomplished my studies in web and

Web Apps, and Ad-banners, together with all the print

computing where I studied web application design, servers

marketing collateral.

communication and computer networking.

DESIGNER

GRADUATE

FREELANCER | matthewvella.net

M.A. Vassalli Secondary School

Creating various website designs and/or graphic designs for

Learned all the basics and discipline and got all my grades to

small companies and other clients. Working mostly on graphic

pursue further studies. Up to this point in time business

and web design projects, from digital to advertising to print.

management was my preferred area of studies.

SKILLS

LANGUAGES

Illustrator
Photoshop
MALTESE
100%

ENGLISH
100%

GERMAN
40%

Sketch
HTML/CSS
Prototyping
UI Animation
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